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"You must collect yourselves on your way here...
Walk past everything without noticing it, as if there were







Illumination has several meanings; lighting up,
enlightenment, and the decoration of manuscripts. Within
the obvious physical characteristics of my work, illumination
means "lighting up", but that is not meant to exclude glimmers
of the more elusive meaning "enlightenment".
This thesis and the work that it supports attempts to
investigate challenges behind the illumination of my painting.
I intended to stick with some of the traditional materials and
techniques where it suited my purposes but also to investigate
new ones as well.
The initial challenges of illuminating my paintings
seemed awesome. So many new considerations had to be made.
New limitations came hand in hand with the expansive
possibilities of the new visual expression. What started
as an Intriguing way of manipulating materials to create a
successful image on canvas, suddenly became an integral part
of my visual expression. Illumination allows a unique way
of expressing the relationships between the exterior and the
interior; the "what seems to
be"
and "what is"; the physical
and the spiritual. These relationships have intrigued me
for some time.
Illumination has become as important to my expression
at this time as color was to the Fauves. This thesis is
not an isolated study. I am continuously being inspired to
investigate new possibilities within this medium and intend
to continue working in this manner.
ILLUMINATION
The inspiration behind this approach to rminting became
apparent to me while painting a translucent window shade. At
that time several challenges intrigued me enough to seek their
solutions.
The first challenge was the difficulty of maintaining a
spontaneity of stroke in the translucent areas while remaining
true to my expression of the imagery. I found that any
insecurity and hesitation in stroke was distracting. Going
over these areas was not helpful.
Because the shades would be viewed with sunlight shining
through them from behind in the day and viewed with the room
light on the front at night, creating a successful image in
both situations offered a second challenge.
There are certainly many possibilities for illuminating
paintings, from illuminating stained canvas, linen, silk, etc.;
illuminating painted plexiglass; to illuminating suspended
free-form acrylic pigment. I hope to eventually investigate
many more of these areas, but at this time my concern lies
in the technique of staining and painting with acrylics on
stretched canvas; controlling transparent, translucent and
opaque pigments to create an expressive image in both an
illuminated and unilluminated state.
I do not wish to overdo a discussion on technique.
However, I do wish to share some of the many discoveries
that came out of the many hours of manipulating raw materials.
Other than the challenges already mentioned, numerous
challenges unfolded as I became more involved with illuminated
painting.
I needed to paint in an environment where I could control
the sources of light. I set up a studio enclosed with black
plastic to block out most external light. I set up overhead
and floor lighting, allowing me immediate access to changes
of light as I worked.
I also found that the usual manner of constructing large
canvas stretchers would interfere with the even radiation of
light within the frame. I needed strong stretchers that





pine. Unfortunately, these stretchers would
create a
2"
dark strip around the edge of the painting when
illuminated. The canvas had to be raised from the stretchers
in one of the following methods :
One method involved a traditional means of raising the




quarter-round onto the stretchers. (Figure 1)
The second method was more of a project. With the help
of a combination table saw, I cut a one and five-eighths inch
by six-eighths inch piece out of the length of each stretcher,
leaving a nice
3/8"
rim on which to stretch the canvas. This
cut did not seem to reduce the strength of the stretchers
substantially, but did provide enough space for the light to
filter into the edges of the canvas leaving only a
3/8"
rim







The initial treatment of the canvas after stretching was
to stain with acrylic pigments. This stain was meant primarily
to influence the painting while it is illuminated, but not





stretchers caused the painting to be quite




pieces. I did put them
together with the
2"
side forward. I proceeded to use the
method of gluing
1/2"
quarter round to raise the canvas.
within a visual framework of representational abstraction, I
considered several subjects to be the most appropriate for
illumination. Fires, volcanic eruptions, and lightning were
just a few. This led toward the use of warm stains; oranges,
yellows and reds. Later as my imagery departed from the
representational and drifted toward a more abstract emotional
expression, the trend toward warm illumination was less
necessary, introducing a range of colors.
It was difficult to get a nice clean concentrated
stain with acrylic pigment without opaquing the material.
With much experimentation, I discovered that washing the
canvas to encourage absorption, or using alcohol and water
in the soak or stain solution was helpful. Alcohol has the
tendency to thin the polymer while keeping the pigment as
intense as possible. I also discovered an interesting side
effect. The turbulance created by the combination of water
and alcohol caused the pigments to separate in interesting
patterns quite arbitrarily. This was not useful in the earlier
paintings as this delicacy was lost with subsequent additions
of paint. It was kept in mind for possible future use.
I experimented with raw linen using liquid bleach to
lighten areas before staining. I was not happy with the
results at that time.
I also investigated the use of silk and other sheer
materials stretched in single and double layers hoping to
separate the internal stain from the external pigment more
dramatically. I found this method unsatisfactory for my
expression.
The desire to separate the inner stain from the outer
image became more important. In order to keep the pigment
from soaking through the canvas to the front I sized the
back with acrylic resin emulsion to maintain transparency
while sealing the canvas.
To manipulate some of the translucent areas more
successfully, I also sealed them with Rhoplex after the
initial staining and before subsequent painting. This kept
some of the pigment on the front of the canvas from soaking
into the canvas allowing for greater trans lucency there as
well. I also used Rhoplex mixed with the pigment to create
clear transparent stains.
Rhoplex is an acrylic resin emulsion manufactured by
Rohm and Haas Co. It has been extremely Important for
illumination as I need complete and simple control of
transparent and translucent areas. Rhoplex is clearer than
all but the highest grade optical glass. This clarity remains
as long as the material survives, in contrast to the yellowing
and darkening of the traditional oil medium. Rhoplex has
a high resistance to coagulation by soluble salts, allowing
it to be diluted with ordinary tap water. Also freeze-thaw
cycles and aging do not affect Rhoplex. These properties
made Rhoplex an ideal medium for illumination. In the
interest of economizing, I purchased large quantities and
found its cost to be approximately half that of other polymer
media. Although Rhoplex can no longer be purchased directly
from Rhom and Haas, the company is helpful in acknowledging
its distributors.
The most immediately visible part of the painting is
the front of the canvas. Up to this point I have been
describing the stain on the under side of the canvas which
is not visible until the canvas is illuminated. The outer
image must work well with the inner stain. This outer image
is the most difficult to control while maintaining the
spontaneity of expression.
Although, thus far, this technique of painting seemed
somewhat technical, it did leave a great deal of room for the
biggest task at hand: to come as close as I could to
expressing through my hands what
emanates from my soul. In
some paintings I used quick calligraphic strokes of thick
pigment (in generally subtle colors) showing a directional
energy. As I was interested in a strong spontaneous
statement, I was unable to rework the areas that I felt
were unsuccessful. This meant that I was required to
develop discipline in this method of painting before getting
to the point of actually working on the final canvas. It
also meant that the canvases which did not measure up to
my expectations were no longer of any use to me as
illuminations.
Other forms of expression grew from this basic
technique as my states of consciousness changed. As my
expression matured toward a greater contrast between
spiritual and physical energy, the front of the canvas
used no color, merely texture from ravelled warp of canvas
and string. The color representing the physical, now came
only from within. The exterior only reflected the
internal spiritual energy.
The final consideration in this problem of illuminated
painting was to provide the proper viewing experience.
The
positioning of the lights behind the canvas and the
depth of
the frames are of equal importance. I chose
12"
tubular,
40-watt incandescent bulbs to provide the illumination. With
a bit of experience in electrical wiring I managed to set
up the bulbs so they fit well and provided the proper accents
of illumination in each painting. There was concern for the
heat created by the bulbs in an enclosed area as narrow as
the
4"
frame. I found the bulbs did heat the canvas but not
enough to cause any damage to the canvas or acrylic paint.
Incandescent lighting is working well for my purposes
at this time, but I do not wish to overlook other means of
illumination. I had originally rejected fluorescent lighting
because of the weight it would add to the painting and the
demands that would be put on the construction of the frame.
Further investigation revealed that the heavy transformer
need not be installed directly in the frame but could be
stored at some distance. This still remains an awkward
consideration. Flourescent lighting is cooler and would
eliminate the fear of overheating. There are enough of a
variety of colored bulbs to provide the artist with another
control over color.
Neon, another means of illumination could provide yet
another dimension. Since a variety of shapes could be made
with the neon tubing, they could create a design element all
their own. Color is another interesting variable with neon.
Unfortunately time did not permit me to try each of these
techniques of illumination.
The frames had to not only provide a clean edge but to
support the painting and provide a light sealed container
so that no distracting arbitrary light around the painting
or on the wall would interfere with the effect of the
illuminated canvas. One-inch by four-incn clear pine was
cut to provide a
1/4"
overlap on the front of the canvas.
This sealed the light inside the frame (with the help of
cardboard sealing the back) and also covered the
1/8"
dark
strip around the canvas created by the stretchers. As
different paintings required different amounts of diffused
light, the board that backs each painting was treated with
either a highly reflective material, such as tin foil;
medium reflective surface, such as white paper; or a non
reflective surface, such as black paper. This allowed me
to have still another control over the effect of illumination.
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ENLIGHTENMENT
Throughout this study of illumination I have had to
maintain a delicate balance between rational, calculated
experimentation and spiritual and psychic expression.
Both areas require discipline. First, the discipline of
the mind, and second, the discipline of the soul. Because
I have had no major financial, physical, or emotional
burdens at this time, I have been able to begin to develop
discipline in both of these areas. I hope my work reflects
this discipline and will continue to evolve maintaining
an acute awareness of the need for this delicate balance.
As I have been studying the possibilities and limitations
in illuminated painting, I have been reviewing myself and
thoughts I have had for a long time. I have been concerned
for many years with the "nature of things". I have been
thirsty to understand, not only what makes me work but what
makes the universe work as well without eliminating the
possibility that both
"whats"
may be one and the same. I have
studied, formally and informally, for at least ten years;
psychology, sociology, philosophy, and religion, in the hopes
of realizing some encouraging truths
about the "nature of
things". Whether this search has been conscious or not, it has
11
been a continuous one. Only recently, have I realized that
it does not matter if I understand, as long as I can find a
way to express my spirit with honesty and clarity, within the
framework of my spot in time and space. It seems to be the
spirit, whether positive or negative, that motivates creativity.
The understanding of the intellect must still rise to evaluate
the clarity and success of this expression.
I have communed with many spirits in the past several
years, either in person or through books. It would be an
arduous task to try to present all that has influenced me to
date, and it surely would not all be relevant to my work at
present. While reworking in my mind the little understanding
that I have managed to pick up of the Western consciousness,
there has always been something missing. I have had the
uncomfortable feeling of grasping at yet another shallow
gimmick that was to be the secret to happiness, peace of mind,
and fulfillment. It was not until I was introduced to just
a part of Eastern consciousness that I found a glimmer of
self-awareness .
Investigations of the Buddhist philosophy from India to
Japan, particularly through reading Watts, Suzuki, Herrigel,
Kapleau and Hasurai who all dealt primarily with Zen have
been very helpful.
Watts'
discussions concerning the comparison
of East and West have enlightened me.
12
I am by no means an expert on Eastern thought, or
Western thought for that matter. I have merely found what
I have grasped to be an incredibly helpful ideological
springboard from which my thoughts and modes of expression
come alive.
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I would like to present the illustrations of my work
in a sequence Intermingled with quotes that have had
significant influence on me and my work.
I choose not to labor any further on explanations
of my work. I hope the following pages reveal a reciprocal





"At the present moment we in the West experience, and
in experiencing resent, a consciousness of frustration. We
have mastered and harnessed the forces of nature for our
own uses, but something, after all our efforts, eludes us.
We have divided life into separate compartments, each
presided over by a science with an imposing name; but the
wholeness of life has somehow been obscured. What we seem
to have lost is the art of
living."
(1935) Charles Eliot Norton
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"Mindfulness walks slowly and deliberately, and its
daily task is of a rather humdrum nature. Yet, where it
places its feet it cannot easily be dislodged, and it






Spring has hundreds of flowers, autumn the moon;
Summer has cool winds , winter the snow.
When nothing idle weighs heavy on the mind,
This then is man's favorite season.
Master Wu-Men (1183-1260)
21
"The idea of the beautiful is a personal and particular
insight into the essence of the soul in a form appropriate to
transcendent-immanent reality. Where the harmony between
outer and inner is achieved in aesthetic form, where the
artist endows the cosmos and his own self with expression -
there the immanent, subjective activity of the personality
achieves the height of transcendence objectivity. Subjectivity
immanence and objective transcendence are inextricably linked
in creative art. Only when the painter stands brush in
hand in front of the canvas does the way to a unique eternal
idea open before him. When a poet enters at one glance into
the heart of nature, the idea translates itself Into speech







"Outward technique by itself is not art. It is only
through long training of the soul that the pupil is brought
to the true inward technique. In art it is not merely a
question of artistic dexterity, but of the artistic process
within the artist.
Everything that is formed in art is united with the
human soul... Creation in art is the psychic unfolding of
the personality which is rooted in the Nothing.
Artistic skill, therefore, does not mean artistic
perfection: it remains rather a continuing medium or
reflection of some step of psychic development. The perfection





"Intuitive creation is the characteristic feature of
Japanese art, which in this is quite the opposite of Western
art with its strongly rational cast. Intuition is the
faculty of comprehending the object of the soul in its
interior relation with the cosmic totality lying concealed







"Love of nature not only shows the way to contemplative
transcendence; even more it is a guide into a meditative
world of the spirit. Art reveals itself in psychic understanding
of the inner essence of things, and gives form to the relation




"Out of the fullness of this presence of mind, disturbed
by no ulterior motive, the artist who is released from all
attachment must practice his art. But if he is to fit himself
self-effacingly into the creative process, the practice of
the art must have the way smoothed for it. For if, in his
self immersion, he saw himself faced with a situation into
which he could not leap instinctively, he would first have
to bring it to consciousness. He would then enter again into
all the relationships from which he had detached himself;
he would be like one wakened, who considers his program for
the day, but not like a Awakened One who lives and works in the
primordial state. It would never appear to him as if the
individual parts of the creative process were being played into
his hands by a higher power; he would never experience how
intoxicatingly the vibrancy of an event is communicated to him
who is himself only a vibration, and how everything that he












"The material is not the sign of the creative feeling
for life: of the warmth and sympathy and reverence which
foster being; techniques are not the sign;
"art"
is not the
sign. The sign is the light that dwells within the act,




"The right art is purposeless, aimless. The more
obstinately you try to learn how to shoot the arrow for
the sake of hitting the goal, the less you will succeed in
the one and the further the other will recede. What stands
in your way is that you have a much too willful will. You






"The hand that guides the brush has already caught and
executed what floated before the mind at the same moment
the mind began to form it, and in the end the pupil no





"Zen is strength, concentrated, universal, utterly free,
attained by complete emptying of the consciousness; it is life,
inwardly enlightened and fulfilled; it is absolute inner freedom,
perfectly dispensed at every instant.
All that Zen does is to awaken the primal consciousness
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